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Abstract
Background: External tagging of fish using pop-up satellite tags (PSATs) can cause trauma and stress associated with
capture, handling, tagging injury and tag placement that impedes body function and mobility, and these can affect
the behaviour of the fish. We measured short-term (days) post-release behavioural response of estuarine shortnose
sturgeon to tagging with PSATs and high-frequency accelerometers.
Methods: We developed a secure, low-noise attachment method for high-resolution (50 Hz) accelerometer PSATs in
shortnose sturgeon. The archived time series of acceleration was used to determine sturgeon post-tagging activity,
estimate swimming speed, erratic behaviour and behavioural clusters in relation to ambient light level and temperature, depth and tidal flow.
Results: Short-term (hours) post-release response was characterized by resting periods on the river bottom and
decreased swimming activity that was associated with individual-specific modulations in the swimming gait and
high-energy burst acceleration movements. Locomotion routines suggested a relation to tidal flow, yet the shortterm time series did not allow for routine movements to be classified.
Conclusions: The approach used provides a useful method of revealing behavioural modifications during the postrelease recovery period of PSAT-tagged fish. We discuss how short-term (acute) effects on behaviour and potential
longer-term (chronic) effects on survival are especially relevant in tagging studies.
Keywords: Sturgeon, Pop-up satellite archival tags, Accelerometers, Tagging and handling effects, Behaviour,
Swimming speed
Background
Quantifying the spatial–temporal distribution of freeranging animals in marine environments is problematic
due to the lack of direct observations [1, 2]. Animalborne archival tags provide a means to monitor highresolution movement and behaviour of aquatic animals
through a suite of sensors providing in situ measurements of temperature, depth or acceleration, etc. [1, 3].
Such data can be used to quantify variation in behaviour,
energetics and habitat use and provide objective measurements of how animals interact with each other and
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respond to their environment [1]. Most recently, accelerometer sensors have been used for remote measurements of fine-scale movements among free-swimming
fish [4–6] in controlled mesocosms [7–11], as well as in
the wild [1, 4–6, 12, 13]. Typically, in situ measurements
are collected using implanted archival tags or pop-up satellite tags (PSATs) that are deployed over weeks to years
[14]. PSATs release after some pre-set time, come to the
surface and transmit processed data to a satellite system
[15–18].
A major challenge in using PSAT accelerometers is the
PSAT attachment that typically relies on a single-point
attachment where the release mechanism located at the
leading end of the tag is tethered to the fish using various anchoring methods [19–23]. While this provides the
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most reliable tag release [14], it causes increased drag
due to the large cross-sectional area [24] and acceleration
measurements can be compromised due to the decoupling of animal movement from the fluttering movement of the tag. The solution to this problem is a rigid tag
mount achieved by a longitudinal two-point attachment,
similar to methods used for air-breathing animals (e.g.
penguins, pinnipeds, [25]) and sharks [26].
In situ capture–recapture or tag-recovery studies using
conventional or electronic tags are typically based on the
assumption that there is no significant effect of the tag on
the fish and that tags are not lost or shed through erratic
swimming [27]. If invalid, this assumption can lead to
compromised estimates of the metrics used to estimate
population distribution as well as activity patterns and
energy budgets [27]. This is especially problematic in
biologging studies where data from a few (typically < 10)
individuals are collected to make inferences about entire
populations [1]. The trauma and stress associated with
capture, handling and tagging injury, or tag placement
that impedes body functions and mobility can affect the
behaviour of the tagged fish [27, 28]. Observed behavioural changes have been related to the physiological and
biochemical effects of exhaustive exercise associated with
capture and handling [29, 30] along with blood acidosis
and high blood lactate levels that have been reported for
tuna, sharks, and billfish subjected to capture and handling [31, 33].
In an attempt to collect high-resolution accelerometer data to determine fish movement as well as postrelease behaviour and response to tagging and stress,
we designed a short-duration (days) PSAT study in a tidally influenced river where physical tag retrieval could
be achieved. We first developed a tagging protocol for
a secure attachment of a tri-axial accelerometer PSAT.
We then investigated the response to tagging and handling and the associated behavioural and locomotion
routines in relation to local environmental variables
(temperature, light, depth, sea level). The study animal
was the shortnose sturgeon (Acipenser brevirostrum)
that inhabits the Saint John River, NB, Canada, and its
tributaries. This species has been reported to display
behavioural and movement-related response to bathymetry and tidal flow [32]. Along the east coast of North
America, most shortnose sturgeons remain in their
natal river and estuary [34, 35]. Their abundance is less
than the minimum estimated for a viable population [35]
mainly due to anthropogenic impacts such as bycatch
and poaching, blockage of spawning runs by dams and
the regulation of river flows [35, 36]. Thus, they are listed
as endangered under the Endangered Species Act 1973
[35] throughout their US range. In Canada, they are
listed as a species of special concern [37]; however, the
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Saint John river-system population is large and is estimated to be between 7000 and 28,000 individuals [38].
There is an active recreational catch-and-release fishery
in the river that is regulated by minimum size restrictions (>1.22 m, [38]); however, they are also a bycatch in
the alewife (Alosa pseudolaregnus), shad (Alosa sapidissima) and eel (Anguilla rostrata) fisheries [38]. Therefore, it is appropriate to develop approaches to assess the
potential impact of capture, handling and release of this
species. Our objective was to develop and test the use
of accelerometers on measuring locomotory behaviour
post-release. This is the first step in developing a tagging
system that can be used to test post-release behaviour
and potentially physiological response to capture, handling and release (e.g. [39–41]). Therefore, we tagged five
shortnose sturgeons with high-frequency accelerometers
mounted on PSATs that recorded environmental variables over a 2-day period.

Materials
Study site and animals

Shortnose sturgeons were caught in a recreational fishing derby in the Kennebecasis River, New Brunswick
(45.49N, 65.92W, Additional file 1: Fig. S1). The river is
estuarine with a low-flow, fjord-like bay connected to
the Saint John River and the Bay of Fundy with very little freshwater flux and minor inflow [42, 43]. Salt water
can spill over the downstream sill during a flood tide
if the conditions are correct. Experiments were conducted during a spring tide (maximum tidal amplitude 7.6 m, minimum amplitude 1.0 m; Saint John
tidal gauge station 65, 45.251W 66.063N, Environment
Canada).
Shortnose sturgeons (n = 5, Table 1) of total length (l;
m) ranging from 0.83 to 1.09 m (0.96 m ± 0.096, average ± SD) in fork length and 0.94–1.21 m (1.06 m ± 0.11,
average ± SD) in total length with mass (m; kg) between
4.00 and 12.8 kg (6.55 kg ± 3.68, average ± SD) were
caught by recreational anglers involved in the annual
October catch-and-release sturgeon fishing derby. Fish
were transferred to a holding pen set in the river where
they were kept for ~48 h (Table 1), and each fish was
tagged with a SeaTag-MOD PSAT (27.5 cm length, 2.5 cm
diameter at narrowest point, 4 cm in diameter at widest
point, 145 g in air, Desert Star Systems LLC, USA), upon
which we mounted a MBLog PT-1 tri-axial accelerometer
(23 mm diameter, 50 cm length, 18.8 g in air, Maritime
bioLoggers, Halifax, Canada) and a V9 acoustic transmitter (24 mm length, 5 mm diameter, 3.6 g in air, VEMCO,
Amirix, Halifax, Canada) (Additional file 2: Fig. S2). The
PSATs recorded temperature (±0.1 °C), depth (±2.15 m)
and ambient light (75 microLux resolution) at 1 Hz. The
accelerometers recorded tri-axial acceleration at 50 Hz
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Table 1 Summary data associated with shortnose sturgeons that were caught and tagged in the Kennebecasis River, New
Brunswick, with PSATs and accelerometers in October 2012
TL (m)

FL (m)

Mass (kg)

1.21

1.09

12.8

1.12

0.96

6.89

Date tagged

Pop-up date

PSAT recording
duration (hh:mm)

Accelerometer
recording duration (hh:mm)

Holding time
(hh:mm)

10/02/2012

10/04/2012

36:22

44:54

49:42

10/02/2012

10/04/2012

35:46

22:26

50:18

1.05

0.92

4.04

10/02/2012

10/04/2012

45:46

46:30

49:09

0.98

0.90

4.00

10/08/2012

10/10/2012

0:00

09:18

~48:00

0.94

0.83

5.07

10/08/2012

10/10/2012

0:00

20:42

~48:00

Data include total length (TL, m), fork length (FL, m), mass (kg) deployment and recovery dates and data recording durations

(10-bit resolution) at ±6 g0. The entire package is hereafter referred to as the ‘tag’ (167.4 g in air, 1.15–3.6 % fish
body weight).
Tag attachment and release

Rigid tag attachment (Additional file 2: Fig. S2) was
achieved by a lock and slide mechanism and two dorsal
attachment points: one anterior and one posterior. The
tag release section, located at the tip of the PSAT, was
attached to latex surgical tubing (0. 16 cm ID, 0.32 cm
OD, 0.08 cm wall) passed through a single bony scute to
the right lateral side of the fish and attached to a Petersen
disc. The surgical tubing provided sufficient tension
to hold the tag in place on the dorsum. The posterior
attachment was located ~25 cm from the anterior attachment, anterior to the dorsal fin. It consisted of a one-way
female slide-lock plate attached to two scutes on the left
lateral side and to a Petersen disc on the right lateral side
and connected using surgical tubing. The male slide plate
attached to the tag was then slid into the slide-lock plate
where it was held in place by the tension created by the
surgical tubing anchored anterior to the tag. The PSAT
tip was equipped with an explosive release mechanism.
Once released from the anterior anchor, the tag slid out
of the slide-lock plate, facilitated by the posterior tag
buoyancy-package and drag. Since all attachments to
the fish were made using dissolvable suture material,
the slide-lock plate and Petersen discs were expected to
eventually release from the animal.
Once tagged, the fish were released into the river with
tags that were programmed to pop up after 48 h. Following their release, fish location was established daily using
a small vessel and a VEMCO directional hydrophone
(VH110) connected to a receiver decoder (VH100) following the Taylor and Litvak [44] protocol. This allowed
us to determine the location of the tagged fish prior to the
scheduled PSAT release time. This proved to be essential
given that although all tags did pop-up, no ARGOS transmission for locating the tags was received.

Methods
Data

Acceleration data over a total of 144 h were obtained
from the five tags (Table 1). Two PSATs failed to record
environmental data, and three datasets of temperature,
depth and light spanning periods of 35–45 h (Table 1).
To ensure that the rigid attachment provided reliable
accelerometer data, acceleration noise was compared to
data obtained from mesocosm studies on the same species [11] wherein the tags were firmly attached to the fish.
We assumed that similar levels of noise indicated sufficient rigid attachment. Therefore, the variance around
the average acceleration (a proxy for noise) while fish
were stationary was compared statistically (F test) to data
obtained in the mesocosm. As changes in marginal distributions indicate a baseline shift in the tag placement
due to physical displacement, a series of statistical meancomparison tests for the average acceleration (Student’s t
test) were computed within a 10-min moving window for
each axis.
Swimming activity

Steady swimming, defined as dominant tail beat frequency, TBF (Hz), was extracted using a steady-swimming extraction algorithm [11] based on invariant
zero-crossing segments [45, 46]. Absolute swimming
speed during steady swimming, u (ms−1) was estimated
based on TBF and the empirical relation provided by
Long [47] where u = l (0.005 + 0.138 TBF).
Animal orientation

Animal orientation (roll angle, xz, θR and pitch
angle, zy, θP) was calculated from the static values of the vertical acceleration using Eqs. (1) and (2)
below where x is lateral static acceleration, y is forward static acceleration, and z is vertical static acceleration. θ is the angle of orientation of the tag; i.e.




′
θR = tan−1 x′ /z ′
and θP = tan−1 √ ′y ′
,
x 2 +z

2

where x′ is average static lateral acceleration, y′ is the
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average static forward acceleration and z′ is the average
static vertical acceleration. The static acceleration component was calculated by applying a 2-s moving average
to the acceleration time series [48].
 
−1 x
− θR
θR = tan
(1)
z

θP = tan

−1



y

√
x2 + z 2



− θP

(2)

Post‑release activity

Post-release activity was assessed as a function of TBF
and burst acceleration movement, which is a proxy for
escape response or abnormal behaviour. Burst acceleration movement was extracted using the algorithm outlined in [8]. A proxy for energy expenditure, based on
the mean VeDBA [10], given in Eq (3), was estimated for
burst acceleration and steady-swimming movement

VeDBA = A2x + A2y + A2z
(3)
where Ax, Ay and Az are the absolute dynamic acceleration values for the x, y and z axes, respectively. Dynamic
acceleration was calculated by removing the static component from the acceleration time series [48]. Mean
VeDBA was calculated for each extracted burst acceleration event.
Behavioural routine

Behaviour spectra were calculated using the method outlined in Sakamoto et al. [50] by applying a wavelet analysis (minimum cycle = 0.04 s, maximum cycle = 80 s)
with a Morlet mother wavelet function (order 10)
applied to lateral acceleration at 1-s intervals. The resulting spectra were clustered using a k-means algorithm
to generate ethograms, which correspond to the % time
spent within a distinct behavioural cluster over time (e.g.
[12, 49-51]).

[54]. All estimates are provided as the average estimate
plus or minus one standard deviation unless otherwise
noted.

Results
Average noise level (acceleration variance) measured
while the fish were stationary was 0.0002 g0. This represents the internal tag noise (mechanical, electrical) and
was not significantly different to noise from stationary
fish in mesocosm studies (F test, p > 0.05, [11]). Evidence
of tag movement (e.g. complete or partial detachment)
during deployments, which typically appears as a shift in
average acceleration, was not found since the acceleration
average did not change significantly over time (Student’s t
test, p > 0.05 for all cases).
Tail beat frequency and associated swimming speed

Weighted density distributions for TBF (Fig. 1) were
near log-normal with little variation among sizes and
had an average of 1.1 Hz ± 0.47 with an associated
estimated average swimming speed for individuals of
0.14 ms−1 ± 0.02. On average, there were no differences
in activity levels (dominant TBF) between day and night
(Additional file 3: Fig. S3, Wilcox signed-rank test, p value
>0.05) except for the two smallest individuals where day
activity was higher and lower than night activity, respectively (Additional file 3: Fig. S3, Wilcox signed-rank test,
p value <0.05).
Animal orientation

Three fish spent a portion of their time (10–31 %) tilted
at absolute pitch angles (y–z plane) greater than 10°,

Relation to environmental variables

Animal behavioural clusters and locomotory activity
were assessed in relation to river temperature, depth of
fish and ambient light recorded by the PSAT for three
fish, and if the length of deployment permitted (>12 h),
to tidal elevation recorded at 1 min intervals at the Saint
John tidal gauge station 65, 45.251W 66.063N (Environment Canada). A wavelet transformation was used on
the dominant TBF time series for three individuals (0.83,
0.96, 1.09 m FL) to examine lower-frequency patterns of
activity.
Algorithm computations and statistical analyses were
performed using R Studio Statistical Computing Software [52], MATLAB R2014b [53] and IgorPRO 6.3

Fig. 1 Normalized tail beat frequency (TBF, Hz) density distributions
from accelerometer records of shortnose sturgeon (n = 5) based on
weighted histograms of TBF extracted using a zero-crossing algorithm [11]. The colour bar indicates the lenght of the individuals and is
for the line and fill of the distributions
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compared to lesser pitch angles (<10°), which are associated with steady swimming (Additional file 4: Fig. S4).
The body orientation in the x–z plane (roll) was between
5° and 10°, though the smallest individual spent considerable time (30 %) at greater roll angles (~30°, Additional
file 4: Fig. S4a). These rolling movements were mostly
(>70 %) on the tag-burden side (left lateral, positive roll).
Post‑release behaviour

Average TBF over short intervals following release was
highly variable (Fig. 2). Median TBF was low (<1 Hz) during the first few hours (Fig. 2). After 7–20 h post-release
average TBF tended to stabilize between 0.5 and 1.5 Hz
except for the smallest fish where the average was zero
(virtually no swimming) from 12 h post-release to the
time of tag release (Fig. 2a). Extended resting or recovery
periods were apparent among all individuals after deployment and ranged from ~2 (Fig. 3a, d) to ~5 h (Fig. 3b).
For each fish the dominant TBF was ~1 Hz interspersed
with high-frequency burst acceleration. There was no
measurable effect of size on recovery period.
The hourly per cent time spent engaging in burst acceleration, which represents abnormal behaviour and escape
response, decreased with deployment time (Fig. 4). Overall, burst acceleration was low (<5 % per hour) and varied
little among individuals. One fish exhibited higher burst
acceleration rates ~6 h post-release (Fig. 4b). For all fish,
VeDBA during these events was significantly greater than
during steady-swimming (TBF) movements (p < 0.01)
with a twofold to fivefold increase (Fig. 5). For example,

a

c

b

d

e

Fig. 2 Post-tagging dominant tail beat frequency (TBF, Hz) for sturgeon of size a 0.83 m, b 0.90 m, c 0.92 m, d 0.96 m and e 1.09 m

for the largest fish (1.09 m), the difference was fivefold,
and although it engaged in this behaviour 3 % of the
total time, the increase in VeDBA and associated energy
expenditure during these movements represented a 15 %
increase in total VeDBA and likely energy budget.
Behavioural clustering for the five fish (Additional
file 5: Fig. S5), based on the behaviour spectrum in Fig. 4,
showed that the different fish exhibited different behaviours over the deployment period. The smallest (0.83 m)
fish (Additional file 5: Fig. S5a) showed a resting period
of ~1.5 h followed by 6 h of unsteady-swimming bouts
at 1–1.5 Hz, and low-frequency swaying movements
(clusters 1, 2, 3) followed by a 2-h rest period. The 6-h
period of unsteady-swimming bouts also coincided with
a high roll angle (Additional file 4: Fig. S4), suggesting a
tag-removal behaviour (‘scouring’) or comparable lowfrequency roll movement. The 0.92-m fish (Additional
file 5: Fig. S5c) exhibited three distinct steady-swimming
clusters (2, 0, 1) corresponding to 1–3, 1 and 0.7 Hz ‘gaits’,
respectively, with activity decreasing over time. Cluster
3 was characterized by high-frequency burst acceleration and unsteady swimming that appeared when behaviour switched between gaits. The remaining three fish
(0.90, 0.96 and 1.09 m) exhibited similar behavioural
clusters characterized by varying steady-swimming
gaits and high-frequency burst acceleration, mostly
observed shortly after release and after the resting period
(Additional file 5: Fig. S5b, d, e). For these fish, higherfrequency steady swimming dominated the first 15 h
followed by lower-frequency steady swimming. The two
larger fish oscillated between high- and low-frequency
gaits with cycle durations of 5–6 h (Additional file 5: Fig.
S5d, e) for the active post-recovery phase.
Response to environmental variables

There was no obvious relation between swimming activity (TBF) and depth of the fish and light levels over the
deployment period (Additional file 6: Fig. S6). Depth was
nearly constant across individuals at ~8 m for the 0.92
and 0.96 m fish, 3–5 m for the largest (1.09 m) fish, and
maximum depth did not exceed 10 m. The two smaller
individuals spent their resting period in shallower
waters relative to their active phase (Additional file 6:
Fig. S6a, b). Similar to depth, ambient light levels were
largely constant around 0.4 V and there was no pattern
between time of day and ambient light level, except for
one individual (Additional file 6: Fig. S6a) when light level
increased markedly around noon without a change in
depth. Water temperatures experienced by the fish were
relatively constant around 15–16 °C with some elevation
in the afternoon (Additional file 7: Fig. S7).
The response to tidal state (inferred from tidal height at
Saint John) differed among individuals. The 0.92-m fish
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Fig. 3 Behaviour spectrum calculated using a Morelet wavelet transformation based on Sakamoto et al. [50] approach for shortnose sturgeon of
length a 0.83 m, b 0.90 m, c 0.92 m, d 0.96 m and e 1.09 m. The tail beat frequency cycles are in seconds, and the colour shows the amplitude of the
frequency for every second for each fish

(Fig. 6b) decreased its activity levels (TBF) with high tide;
however, the decreases were small (1.2–0.9 Hz, and 0.9–
0.8 Hz). The smallest individual (Fig. 6) exhibited higher
activity during low tide (20:00–02:00) and decreased activity during high tide (02:00–08:00). Similar to the cluster

analysis, for fish 0.96 and 1.09 m, a wavelet analysis of TBF
revealed an oscillation in the activity (TBF) series corresponding to 4.4–5 h (0.96 m) and 6.1 h (1.09 m) (Fig. 7b,
c); however, we were not able to determine whether these
oscillations were related to the semi-diurnal tide (Fig. 6).
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Fig. 4 Per cent time (per hour) spent by the five sturgeons of length a 0.83 m, b 0.90 m, c 0.92 m, d 0.96 m and e 1.09 m, engaging in burst acceleration movements as a function of time (in hours)

speed, post-tagging behavioural responses and their relations to the ambient environment.
Tag attachment

Fig. 5 Boxplots of the energy expenditure proxy, VeDBA, as a function of sturgeon length (m) during routine behaviour (grey), burst
acceleration movements (white). VeDBA was calculated from burst
acceleration movements (Eq. 3; [10])

Discussion
We have developed a secure, rigid, two-point attachment
method for a single-point release PSAT and acceleration
tag. We were able to retrieve the tags in the wild using
acoustic telemetry and recovered high-frequency (50 Hz)
acceleration data for quantifying swimming activity and

Given that accelerometer noise levels were similar to
data collected in a mesocosm study [11], and that marginal data distributions were constant, we are confident
the tag mount was secure. While the tag attachment was
specifically designed for sturgeon, it could be adjusted
for use with other species since Petersen discs have been
successfully used for decades [55]. For longer-term studies, this method will likely require modifications since
dissolvable sutures were used and the multiple components may be prone to biofouling. One solution could be
a cradle that houses the tag and contains a built-in release
mechanism. This would provide the secure attachment
needed by the acceleration sensor and could provide for
reduced drag relative to the conventional single-point
PSAT attachments [24].
Post‑release behaviour

All tagged sturgeons exhibited extended resting periods
after release (2–5 h) characterized by a low TBF. During
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Fig. 6 Time series of dominant tail beat frequency (TBF, Hz) as a function of sea level (m) for four sturgeons of length a 0.83 m, b 0.92 m, c 0.96 m
and d 1.09 m

resting periods, fish were likely holding station on the
river bed, which can function as an energy saving strategy [56]. Holding station against a downstream current
can be achieved by flow-refuging [57] or by taking advantage of the flattened body morphology by pressing the
body and pectoral fins against the substrate as has been
observed in flume studies for various sturgeon species
[57–59]. While this has been considered a mechanism
for refuge from high flow, it may also function as a compensatory mechanism for recovery from post-handling
stress. During the resting phase, the fish exhibited short
time-scale burst acceleration events characterized by
high maximum accelerations of up to 5 g0. Since these
events occur most frequently just post-release, they
most likely relate to tagging stress or tag-load-removing
behaviour (e.g. [60, 61]), and given the high VeDBA, they
considerably affect the total energy budget. High VeDBA
during tag-load-related movements, indicated by high
roll angles in the smallest individual, likely contributed
to additional energy expenditure. The extended resting
period and increased energy expenditure due to postrelease stress could contribute to increased vulnerability
to other stressors, fishing recapture or death [30, 31, 40,
41, 59, 62–65].
Following the resting period, the activity levels of the
sturgeon, measured as TBF, remained fairly constant
across fish in the 0.5–1.5 Hz range. Yet, the smallest individual exhibited unsteady-swimming activity and station

holding throughout the deployment period. Additionally,
this individual displayed movement associated with rolling behaviour during the first 10 h of deployment (time
series of roll angle, not presented here). This may relate
to tag-removal behaviour similar to the scouring movement in Atlantic cod [60] and has also been observed in
shortnose sturgeon in response to tag load [61]. This too
suggests a considerable impact of tagging, handling and
tag-load (>2 %) stresses and questions the health status
and long-term survival of the individual. Clearly, longer
deployment periods are needed to assess the impact of
tagging procedures on sturgeons. Our study suggests
the potential for using accelerometer tags to evaluate the
impact of capture and tagging protocols. This information is key to the interpretation of movement and behaviours from tags of all types.
Behavioural changes similar to the responses observed
here have been related to the physiological and biochemical effects of exhaustive exercise associated with capture
and handling [28–30] along with blood acidosis and high
blood lactate levels that have been reported for tuna,
sharks and billfish subjected to and exhaustive exercise
due to capture and handling stress [31, 33]. Long capture periods, as observed here, may lead to hypoxia, and
size may affect in the ability of a fish to withstand capture, handling and tag load similar to other species (e.g.
[28]). For example, juvenile shortnose sturgeons exhibit
a physiological stress response to physical disturbances
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Fig. 7 Wavelet transformation of dominant TBF extracted from the zero-crossing algorithm represented as cycle (s) as a function of time of day for
three sturgeons of length a 83 cm, b 96 cm and c 109 cm where the colour coding corresponds to the amplitude of the wavelet transform

(chasing) in the laboratory, as indicated by changes
in whole-body oxygen consumption, ammonia excretion rates and changes in the levels of muscle and blood
metabolites [62]. However, the physiological responses
of shortnose sturgeon to chasing were muted relative to
other teleost fish species suggesting that shortnose sturgeons respond differently than other popularly angled
teleost fishes such as salmonids and centrachids and
shortnose sturgeon appear to recover rapidly (6 h) [62].
While drawing inferences from captive hatchery-reared
fish is problematic (e.g. [64]), if a similar mechanism
exists in adults, recovery is expected in less than 6 h for
all physiological variable measured (except for glucose)
which could potentially explain the duration of the recovery phase observed here (up to 5 h) and suggests that
physiological metabolites will normalize within the time
period of the study.
A further possibility is that the behavioural modifications observed in these animals were affected by other
factors such as temperature, foraging, predator evasion
or bathymetry which cannot be excluded. However, given

that the recovery response is similar across individuals,
the behavioural response to tagging and release may be
simply due to tag effect and tag load (e.g. [14, 27, 66]).
Swimming speed and behavioural clusters

Shortnose sturgeon exhibited significantly lower average
TBF (~1 Hz) and associated swimming speeds (<0.2 ms−1
or <0.2 BLs−1) than those observed in laboratory studies
[67–70]. The high pitch angles (>10°) that were observed
>50 % of the time among all fish may be related to low
river-flow speeds of <1 BLs−1 when the negatively buoyant fish swim at unsteady rates or to achieve a force balance when swimming in the low current [69]. Given that
the low swimming speeds were relatively constant over
the 2-day deployment, and assuming they are unrelated
to post-release stress, this suggests that in the wild sturgeon do not typically exhibit high swimming speeds
>1 BLs−1. For example, adult lake sturgeon, Acipenser
fulvescens (1.20–1.34 m total length), were observed to
swim at 0.3 BLs−1 during steady swimming in a still water
tank [47] and displayed two distinct gaits of locomotion,
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a ‘slow’ mode of 0.1 BLs−1 and a ‘fast’ mode of 0.25 BLs−1.
We also found evidence of a gait-switching mechanism:
for example, the largest individual (1.09 m) spent close
to 100 % of the time at two gaits, at 0.83 Hz (0.12 BLs−1)
and 1.1 Hz (0.16 BLs−1). Large-scale behavioural gaits
have previously been observed in shortnose sturgeon [32]
and in Chinese sturgeon (Acipenser sinensis) that exhibited low dominant TBF and associated swimming speeds
(<1 BLs−1, [71]) that are similar to the estimates reported
here. All of the above further suggest a discrepancy
between free-swimming wild-fish estimates relative to
laboratory estimates (e.g. [67, 69]). Most kinematic studies are conducted in flume tanks to simulate dam passage
and rarely include swimming at low speeds (e.g. [67–70]).
One potential explanation is that endurance during lower
swimming speeds is elevated as suggested by studies on
juvenile sturgeon [56]. Recent observations for swordfish
also indicate considerably lower swimming speeds in the
wild than hypothesized [72]. We therefore suggest a reexamination of swimming efficiencies in relation to lower
speeds in kinematic and energetic studies, since fish in
the wild may be adopting speeds much lower than those
predicted from flume studies.
Behavioural routines

Overall, sturgeon did not exhibit any clear diurnal activity patterns (e.g. TBF) likely because they modulate their
swimming activity in relation to river flow as suggested
for other sturgeon [57]. All fish exhibited a combination
of two or more steady-swimming gaits, and for two fish,
these gaits appeared to change every 4–6 h, though the
time series was short (~48 h). These behavioural oscillations may be due to a tidally influenced current as the
tidal phase has a measureable effect on the Kennebecasis
River during the spring tide [43] that coincided with the
deployment period in the study and was noticeable at the
study site (personal observation). Using the Saint John
weather buoy to extrapolate timing of high and low tide,
however, is difficult, since the lag between the locations
(~40 km up river) is unknown and may be considerable
(>hours). Tidal flow has been observed to affect swimming speed in shortnose sturgeon [32] and other species [73, 74] with fish moving with the ebb and against
the flood tides. Therefore it is expected that fish activity
during station holding or upstream movement would
be related to some phase of tide. The gait change in the
two largest fish may correspond to an activity response
in relation to tidal flow, especially the variation in activity with a near semi-diurnal oscillation (~6 h) as illustrated in Figs. 6c, d and 7b, c. Given the small variability
in light, temperature and depth, these individuals may
have been station holding at depth throughout most of
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the deployment and therefore may have modulated their
TBF with the tidal flow. However, due to the potential
lag between the time series, it is difficult to relate these
observations to the timing of the tide.
All individuals likely spent most of the study period in
the upper shallower ranges of the Kennebecasis River,
since they all inhabited depth levels <10 m and Kennebecasis Bay is characterized by median depths of ~20 m [42,
43]. This also implies that the individuals did not move
far from the release site, confirmed by the tag pop-up
locations that were between 2 and 5 km from the release
site, similar to observations for other sturgeon [57]. Differences in depth and light levels among individuals indicate difference in the habitat used or different recovery
strategies (relocation from release site vs. recovery by station holding at constant depth close to release site). The
two individuals that spent most of their time at constant
(low) ambient light likely used habitats closer to the riverbanks in the upper parts of the river that is dominated
by river grasses and marsh banks. Similar observations
suggest that sturgeons stay in habitats where velocities
would remain relatively low [57]. Variability in ambient
light was only observed for one individual (0.92 m). This
fish may have inhabited the streambed where the water is
clearer or areas along the riverbanks downstream where
marsh-land density is lower.

Conclusions
In summary, most of the behavioural routines exhibited
by the tagged sturgeon appeared to be related to posttagging effects and the activities were largely characterized by modulations in the swimming gait. While the
ethogram analysis was able to group the acceleration
signals into distinct behavioural clusters, without visual
validation of behaviour and acceleration data, it remains
challenging to directly qualify these clusters in relation
to distinct behaviour. For example, these gaits may correspond to swimming versus feeding or searching for food,
or different environments such as lower versus higher
river flow.
Our study illustrates the difficulty in relating movement and activity to environmental patterns or habitat. This is particularly challenging with short-duration
deployments (days) due to the apparent tagging and
handling effects on behaviour. Given the short deployment period, it is difficult to quantify the total extent of
the recovery (resting and post-release behaviour modification) period for these fish because there are no baseline measurements of high-resolution movement and
activity. The post-release resting phase is likely comparable to a recovery state due to physiological stress (e.g.
[62]), and it may take more time (days to weeks) before
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behaviour and movement returns to a more steadyswimming state. However, if we assume that TBF and
swimming speed from the mesocosm studies [11] are
the baseline for this species, then only the two largest individual exhibited TBF and swimming speeds
similar or close to predictions and therefore could be
considered as ‘normal’ movement and activity as it corresponds to activity in fish that were not stressed [11].
Therefore, making predictions on swimming speed and
general activity based on a short tag deployment period
(e.g. [72]) could lead to compromised estimates that are
affected by post-release stresses.
We expect that behavioural modifications in response
to tagging and handling are likely related to the tagging
surgery, which was long (as much as 15 min) and without
an anaesthetic, as well as the long holding time (>1 day)
prior to tag attachment. Additionally, tag load may
have an effect on animal behaviour (3 % for the smallest individual) as indicated by evidence of rolling movements similar to tag response in Atlantic cod [60]. It is
now commonly acknowledged that devices attached to
animals may have adverse effects on their behaviour, as
well as individual fitness, and directly or indirectly affect
performance [75]. While the tag attachment delivered
nearly noise-free acceleration signals, the considerable
impact on post-release stress suggests that the surgery
and attachment protocols require improvements.
For future studies, longer time series of activity (acceleration) using a less invasive attachment method suitable for longer duration studies should allow for the
identification of routine behaviours that are not affected
by post-tagging stress. Initially, this will require a longerterm tagging trial in a controlled environment. Shortterm behavioural adjustment post-release should be
combined with physiological measurements (e.g. blood
and muscle metabolites) as well as control animals to
allow for behavioural comparisons. Such information
could then be used to assess behaviour response in the
context to physiological response to a catch-and-release
fishery. The above results clearly indicate that it is challenging to infer animal behaviour and movement based
on a short time series that is exacerbated by post-release
stress.

Additional files
Additional file 1: Figure S1. Map of the Kennebecasis River, New Brunswick, Canada study area (adapted from [76]). The solid rectangle A indicates study area and the small red rectangle the sturgeon release point.
Additional file 2: Figure S2. Illustration of pop-up satellite tag attachment to shortnose sturgeon using a longitudinal, dorsal, two-point
anchor. The black cylinder represents V9 transmitter and the grey cylinder
the MBLog PT-1 accelerometer.
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Additional file 3: Figure S3. Normalized tail beat frequency (TBF, Hz)
density distributions from accelerometer records of shortnose sturgeon (n = 5) based on weighted histograms of TBF extracted using the
zero-crossing algorithm for day (blue) and night (black) for fish of length
(a) 0.83 m, (b) 0.90 m, (c) 0.92 m, (d) 0.96 m, (e) 1.09 m, and (f ) all fish
combined.
Additional file 4: Figure S4. Normalized histogram for pitch angle (°) in
the y-z plane (left panel) and for yaw angle (°) in the x-y plane for fish of
length (a) 0.83 m, (b) 0.90 m, (c) 0.92 m, (d) 0.96 m, and (e) 1.09 m.
Additional file 5: Figure S5. Behavioural clustering for the five sturgeon
(a to e; smallest to largest respectively) illustrating (i) the four elements of
the acceleration ethogram based on the behaviour spectra in Fig. 7 where
the vertical axis represents the amplitude of acceleration, the horizontal
axis represents the cycle length of the acceleration, (ii) the percent of time
spent in each cluster, and (iii) the time series of % times assigned to each
cluster over deployment time. Colour coding corresponds to behavioural
clusters in (i).
Additional file 6: Figure S6. Dominant tail beat frequency (TBF, Hz) as a
function of time and depth (m) and ambient light level (solar V) for three
sturgeon of length a) 0.92 m, b) 0.96 m and c) 1.09 m.
Additional file 7: Figure S7. Time series of ambient temperature (°C)
during deployment for three sturgeon of length a) 0.92 m, b) 0.96 m, and
c) 1.09 m.

List of symbols
Ax, Ay, Az: absolute dynamic acceleration values for x, y and z axes, respectively;
FL: fork length (m); l: length (m); m: mass (kg); n: sample size; TBF: tail beat frequency (Hz); TL: total length (m); u: estimated swimming speed (ms−1); VeDBA:
vectorial dynamic body acceleration; x: x-axis acceleration (lateral); y: y-axis
acceleration (forward); z: z-axis acceleration (vertical); θ: tag angle orientation;
θP: pitch angle; θR: roll angle.
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